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10 years. Well, we made it. I am proud to present you with the
2002 issue of Colors. Who writes for this magazine? You do.
Our authors this year cover everyone from age 17 to 73, from
freshmen to those with a Ph.D. Colors has been growing since
the first issue in 1992. I have had the pleasure of working with
the magazine and great staff members for the last two years. I
would like to personally thank all those who have contributed to
the writing community of Helena. Special thanks go out to Nancy
Lee for all her help, and to Jason Brockus for his awesome art
work. And of course a huge thank you goes to my staff, who
worked hard and didn’t whine, much. With 10 years under its
belt, Colors has built a foundation. Where it goes from here is up
to you.

Danny Stapp
Editor
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LINDA RINGWALD
The Desperado

Ay, Fransisca,
I be waitin’ here all night.
I seen you in the window, chica,
from the calle with the light
of the moon shinin’ through the cortina,
open muy poco.
You look at me through the laceun momentitoan’, smilin’, turn slowly away
so that the cortina make a veil
of lace on your dark hair.
Chica! que’ bella!
An’ I think 1 don’ live another day
until you look at me through your veil
with your eyes de cafe.
Ay, mi novia,
I give you my soul,
toda mi alma.
My heart is for you mi corazon!
Si, querida,
you turn, you look through the lace
an’ you close the cortina.
Ay, que pena!

I
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RON STOTTLEMYER
Leaving the Relics in Canterbury

A squirrel standing up
in the grass watches the last car slip
through the entrance gate,
pause and then turn
onto the busy street that takes us back
to other lives.

We’re experienced travelers.
We’ve mailed the heavy souvenirs,
zipped up suitcases of clothes, addresses,

promises we’re seldom able to keep.
Still, something always remains back there,
something that turns our eyes to the mottled earth
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CALLIE DOMEK
Sisters of the Summer Sun

Our skin dark rich brown
glowing-red-burnt-shini ng-Golden brown
each ray of che burning summer sun
browning it more!
Splashing in the cold river water
it smells of fish and mud
and the shore of rushes and willows and mint
we can also smell the rain coming
see it blacken over the mountains
a deep midnight blue
the shower moves ro us finally
pitter-patter on small rocks
what a comforting soft sound
what a sweet, clean smell, rain
a rainbow magically appears from the blue-gray.
Low evening sun shining Golden and misty
through the heavy, wet, refreshed air
the Golden in our skin
and tomorrow we will be browned some more.
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JOANNE SCHALLER
Lonely

We stopped at Cadillac to mail something. It was a poor,
dusty looking place. I saw a man pushing with feet, in a
wheelchair. After 1 mailed the letter, we saw him again, coming
toward us, a cindery cloud of dust blowing up from the road,
around him. He turned his chair toward a low white house.
His legs were bare at the ankles were his socks did not meet his
too short trousers. I saw a sign as we drove by that said “Care
Home,” and I looked back. The white house was long, with
white curtains in the windows, and the paint peeling.
It was dark when we drove toward Great Falls. Wisps of
cloud blurred the nearly full moon and dark blue clouds hung
low in the sky. When the moon broke free, it lit the hills with a
ghostly light. The sky stretched, dark and blue, and a loneli
ness stretched wide inside me.
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SAM ELLIS
Sometimes

For Sarah, who shared this secret joy
And the Roaches, who saved a seat for me at their table.
Eight hours on the road, headed west
through Montana mountains, and we talk
bout old loves and old lives
and everything’s old—except for us,
and to fill the time, we sing
some old Johnny Cash, off key,
and in this state of sisterhood we arrive
at the doorsteps of a home
that is not ours.

Where sometimes the bottom bunk is mine
and Bond, the black Labrador, lays his head
next to me, and I see in the dark orbits of his eyes
his history—days when he could run
on all fours, before the accident
before his love escaped
from the garage to find him
laying on the side of the road, hurt.
And sometimes, when I lay in this familiar
bed, Bond listens to the stories
of my life—stories when I was wounded,
and he knows that tonight I’m afraid
of the morning
and of all the things that I might say
or not say in their presence.

Sometimes, instead of speaking, I wash the dishes
or wrap my arms around the waist
of a thick, bald man
as the road disappears beneath the tires
of a Harley, and the smell of grapes
intoxicates my senses, like too many glasses
of wine.
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We travel back home like this, to their home,
from Columbia Point where the Indians sold us
a silvery-pink salmon
that we dress up in little sister’s plastic, purple
sunglasses so our German brother can snap
a shot before we eat, and before I can remember
what sitting at a table, surrounded, feels like.
And after dinner and more dishes,
come the cookies; famous I tell them,
and when I ask, brother helps
search for the sugar, and he finds it
in the cupboard. He puts his arm
around my shoulders, easily, and smiles
at me with dimples that stretch
like ripples in water where the reflection
is mine, and I ask him to find
the flour, and with his arm still around me
he says, “I’m not ready to leave, yet.”
And I know
that I’m not ready to leave—ever,

from this place where father sometimes
adds rum to the recipe but he
can’t taste it, and he can’t play
Pictionary either. So instead, he cheats
and writes monster to win the game
before the rest of the family walks in
and fills the house with boys
that tickle and stick our their tummies
like expecting mothers.
When the house sits in silence again,
I hear the hushed voices
of more brothers, present in picture frames,
and I sleep next to little sister
and awake to Sunday service where 1 cry
at Eucharist for the body and blood
I cannot partake, but mother
comforts my searching spirit
over half a turkey sandwich.

6
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Sometimes this house feels
like my home—the one I imagine,
where steamy water evaporates my worries
and high school boys dream of Peru
and beautiful eyes and their wish
to be a Labrador as I stroke
Bond’s coal, black coat and sit
at grandma’s feet, holding her
cup of coffee as we watch this love story
unfold. And I am sometimes reminded that love
can be like Dean Martin’s music, and gutter balls,
and following the girl to Italy or Illinois
or wherever she might lay her head.
Here I can talk about taco trucks
and dwarves that aren’t midgets. I can know
a sister who shares poems about wheat
and mothers who twirl
my curls and fathers who kiss
my forehead. I can want brothers
who dunk me in the pool and play
with brown-eyed babies. I can love friends
who share such moments and here,
I sometimes wish that / was the Labrador
with three legs, a lost love, and this family
to belong to.
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LOREN GRAHAM
Memory

My father’s rough hands lift me
to the open lid of his father’s coffin:
long fingers tighten across my chest.

I close my eyes, pretend to disappear,
my empty clothes still in his grasp.
Small shoes dangle below the trousers.
I rise like milkweed over dark velvet,
like a filament above the black suit,
and wait for a wind to carry me higher.
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KATE SHARP
Lucky me

So the night can
make a soul humble
even as the day could
i suppose.
i was sitting along the
edge of the river,
she sings along
with chuckling birds,
raised het head full, bright
and floating.
there were constant alterations
of course,
but none like the racquet
of silence,
the sky is still,
magnificent in moonlight, a
recognizable existence,
no matter how random
things seemed,
there was always a
vision of mystery
beheld when i would
visit.
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MATTHEW A. ELSAESSER
Atlantic

Time flowed with rhythm,
the irregular waves of a rising tide.
In arms we burrowed to the warmth,
left to the sand by the passing sun.
Cool air sent the birds South,
‘cross the path of shooting stars.
The moon bringing a chill,
rising late into the sky.
A moment in time,
set for us by the roar of the waves.
Lined in shadows, beyond the rocks,
beyond our eyes,
an infinity of raindrops,
dancing to the moon,
courting the shore.
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ABBY SHEA DENSON
Kissing Boys

I hit 64 last week
for sure I’ve been busy
64 pairs of salty lips have favored mine
sometimes lingering there: whispering promises - bartering for time
but this heart is a finicky mistress
often dismissing most suitors, even while the taste of them still stains
my mouth
until the most convincing of arguments have failed to gain my
cardial pardon
commitment shy?
I guess I’ve earned that tide
I’d rather that than nail myself to the cross that bears a striking
resemblance to Mr. Wrong
only to have him leave me hanging
pale and useless
like a severed finger that ventured too close to a truant blade
Maybe tomorrow 65 will come along
Maybe this time the coupling of our respective lips
Will ignite the proverbial fireworks that I’ve been waiting for
that would be lovely
but what a shame never to hit 100.

II

DANIEL MACK
Transient

Time creeps by
with soft steps
that whisper sorrow
while we rage against
the night to come
and all the light that fails
when we need it the most.

Trouble leaves
and joy forgets
while the heart shudders
at what the mind thinks.
The Spirit restless
while the soul seeks
only a place
called Home.
Love stays
but Time does not
and so in the darkness
trembling
I reach for you hand
soft and warm
and still here.
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KATRINA COLLINS
Edges

The wintered window
was foggy around the edges.
As my head lay on your belly,
I could see you
in the edges of my peripheral visionyour nose on my right,
Legs on my left, illumined
with headlights
streaming in through the window.
And with every rise
and fall of your breath I felt
you slip away, like the edges
of a glacier
that always melt first.
And as I lay in a pool of my hair,
I watched you from the window,
walk away.

CORETTE LIBRARY CARROLL COLLEGE
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ADAM POTTS
The Yellow Line

Clouds hang low from blue above
As if by strings I cannot see
Brought to quench the mountains
With the mist from distant seas
A yellow road is winding
Not made of brick, but all the same
Promising a journey of things unseen,
To lead me away from where I came

As it takes me to the mountains
And through the desert’s artic breeze
It shows me all the earthly things
That bring men to their knees
But as the yellow line winds on
And shows me wonders so divine
It takes me further from your beauty
Beauty endless as all time

And as this yellow line I follow
Takes me further from my home.
All its beauty turns to sin;
It’s flesh to piles of bone
The clouds are cut from their unseen strings
The arctic breezes die,
And those who follow the yellow line
All hang their heads and cry

Lamenting former glory—
Beauty will never be again
Save for the loving, tranquil face
At the golden trail’s other end
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How I long to look upon
That face’s quiet gaze
To kiss her lips and feel her skin,
To be with her all my days

But betrayal lurks the highway
That this golden demon reigns
Keeping even dreamers
From the goals they ascertain
So while I travel onward
Destination yet unclear
Your face will haunt me always
Never fading, ever near
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SALLEY WILLIAMSON

DANNY STAPP

Absaroka Stars

The Crocodile and the Buzzard

They say mystical experience is ineffable,
and ours was no different.
We met beneath August Absaroka stars.
And as they streamed across the sky like tears of joy,
we knew we were kissed by the Creator.

The cement embankment reached out,
I swear I saw it lunge.
It bit my 4-cylinder Ford hard
on her front left fender like the crocodiles on those nature shows.
I couldn’t avoid it,hell,

With day, the air between us grew impregnated
by sweetness of firs and pheromones.
And hooves of steady steeds kept rhythm,
while the red rush of Indian Paintbrush swayed to
Buffet, Cline, and Cash, our hymns of gratitude.

it hid in that shadow
‘til it had me in its thirsty, smiling mouth.
It was like those stupid antelopes on their way to the watering hole,
the ones that get to close to those crocodiles, waiting like logs.
We used to scream at them

Green eyes smiled beneath a worn cowboy hat,
and he was beautiful. Beautiful,
as we glimpsed the crimson close of day,
it was our secret longing to linger, eternally
listening for the whispers of angels.

Look out! Ob, for Christ’s sake, he’s right there!
from our favorite lazy boys and six packs.
It was always too predictable,

But like late summer wildflowers and shooting stars,
he remained a mere season.
And brought to perfection all too soon,
he returned to earth with past brethren, flower and star
and he waits for me there. He is at home.

Eventually, I will return to the Asaroka stars,
but I will watch them alone
remembering past love and perfect moments.
And as they stream across the sky like tears of joy,
I know I am kissed by the Constant Creator.

16

it hurt my swimming head to watch.
Glass broke like empty beer bottles.
Plastic and metal died those concrete teeth,
flaking off red paint like dried blood.
The vultures can smell it. They are always up there.
Soon they will pick my flesh clean
and carry my bones to their coop.
They will not believe me, but I saw it lunge.
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KATE WILSON
Whites and Browns

My grandmother made me an afghan of earthy colors,
soft tones of soil.
It curls up at the end of my bed
as soon as I shut the door behind me.
So much time she must have spent
spinning pieces of soft soil together.
It has never been washed,
my afghan of earthy colors.
Sometimes I wonder whether it will ever go through
the wash cycle,
or perhaps if it will burn up in some
bedroom fire many years from now.
Every now and then
I accidentally kick my afghanit looks up at me,
cross-stitch frown burrowed between its eyes.
I suppose it makes me feel a little regretful,
to think that I can so thoughtlessly kick such a sweet
soil comfort.
Its colors blend together to create an air that I can breathe
without first considering the level of toxicity,
no pollutants in my calm air, my afghan.
Whites and browns,
a fusion of dirt, air, rock, tree, mud, bark, snowtogether creating my earth, my afghan.
When it’s happy, it nestles quietly between my feetbut if I’m silent long enough,
I can detect a faint purring.
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KRISTY WALSH
Mackie was Right

So Descartes says there is a God, logic prevailing
And my mom concurs as she supposedly converses with the
heavens.
And Sextus says nothing, pessimism pumping his arteries,
but Mackie makes sense,
too much evil for some greater good,
this good that doesn’t exist for me or inside me,
misery instead of marrow in my bones,
and there is no one to turn to,
not even your God smiling down.
All this religion is brainwashing you—
Listen to Nietzsche and he’ll tell you your God is
dead. But I tend to think that he was never there,
because I am alone and the wind billows, knocking me down.
And your God leaves me cold, alone, in a corner.
No peace in this place of chaos,
my internal rumblings mirroring the destruction of this world.
I know you see it, on the news,
pathetic faces and bloodied, contorted bodies consume CNN’s
thirty minutes,
and me barely holding on,
but do you see?
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BETH BREEN
Madeline

I wish Ed known Madeline,
in this picture she was only a teen
but her faded portrait has always held me,
containing the girl I never knew, teasing
me with those snapping brown eyes,
baby fine hair and oh! The red lips curved
in a smile touched with a happiness
so alive, a window to a piece of time
I have never known, but in the minds eye.
Imagination sees that child
As a sweet vibrant girl chasing butterflies
through fields of brown eyed poppies,
white Sunday dress and hat flying
leaving trails of soft red petals waving
in her wake.

And an elegant lady, young and in love,
leaving the girl’s Sunday dress behind to look
ahead to life with the one that she’d chosen,
a man done all in black, white and gray,
a serious, practical man named Frank.
These are the memories I’ve made her...

but it is all conjecture
as I stand here holding the frame
of burnished gold that seems
scarce able to contain
Madeline’s joyous face.
When I knew Madeline, her brilliant red lips
had faded to a pale dawn pink, her delicate hands
so porcelain fine, were held by a specter dancing
her slowly off to her long twilight sleep.
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Folded and shaped, crushed by disease,
she was a cut rose, Madeline, dried to a husk
of what she had been by a terrible sculptor
that clawed her hands and froze her face,
as if preserving the sweet fleeting beauty
of the dried rose in chains.

Nothing living danced evermore
across the pale landscape of her face.
Then she was gone, leaving a picture,
a mystery in her place.
And I wished I’d known Madeline.
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AMELIA VALASEK
Blood Tears

It found me in the bathroom stall-junior Highwhile my mother was out of town.
Later they took me out to celebrate.
“Do you think you’ll want children someday?”
I thought it was a joke.
The punch-line still
Knocks me out.
They warn you that your body
becomes your enemy,
that it feels like death
to have the gift of life.
And sitting in that restaurant
fidgeting, embarrassed
I made no attempt
to discover beauty
or purpose in the event.
I knew one thing only from my life before;
Blood brings pain
just like fire,
and without exception.
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CATHI BURGOYNE
Gathering

Pumpkins lie ready in the patch
Waiting to be picked like a partner for a dance.
Fruit of fall: round, plump, long, misshapen—
Ripening to a deep flame.
Small green veins feather into orange
Like a blush slowly creeps across one’s face.
Skin blemishes, crusty as rock salt.

Sun dims—shadowing the golden haze
Viewed through a filmy cloth.
Shock of startling, changing air—
Hurry time is passing
Frost threatens the harvest—mustn’t tarry
Fingers fly, numb as if detached
Darkness urges faster—cellar fills with copper globes.
Familiar as paths well traveled, these traditions.
Seasonal people—time to
Hunt and gather as they did.
Never too far from our roots do we wander,
It’s in the blood, whispers in the ear.
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PAM POOLE
Changes

By autumn, the strength of the wind
changes. In the yard, mother and father
prepare the rose beds for winter while the daughter
plays with yearling pups and neighbors, tossing leaves
into the bright, crisp air. The rusted weathervane
on the barn-roof creaks in delight of once again being alive.
Green grasses fade to brown, cattails are newly alive
in a temporary time that the wind
will end again. The forecasting weathervane
suddenly stops, the attention to the garden by the father
shifts as well, and he leaves
the company of his wife in search of his daughter.
“Catch me if you can,” bellows the daughter
and the dogs. With playful eyes, her Dad feels too alive
to be forty-five and like the child, he throws the leaves
from the brown ground high into the royal sky, watching the wind
suck them towards the sun. The transformed father
chases the child and the pups, screeching and dancing like the
weathervane.

Clouds gather, the horses on the galloping weathervane
shift again, pointing in the direction of the skipping daughter
and trotting dogs down the dirt road, the father
close behind. Catching up with the young, alive
with excitement, he scoops up his child like the wind
does the dandelion dust and ground-bound leaves.
Reminded of its age, like the black cat that leaves
bad luck in its path on superstitious minds, the old weathervane
moans anxiously. Like a toy yo-yo, it will wind
up tight and let loose, spinning backwards while the youthful
daughter
twirls in graceful circles. Defying death, such change remains alive
in the days and seasons of rose beds and birthdays. Abruptly, the
father

24
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pauses in the middle of the dusty road. He wonders: To be a father
means to be as trusting and fragile as the leaves
torn from the trees that act as temporary homes; to be alive
means to age like the enduring and wise weathervane.
Close by, with a force that thrusts life into the dead, the dancing
daughter
swirls with abandon like her locks of bronze hair freed by the wind.

I want to always be like you,” begs the daughter of the
weathervane—
constant and spinning. “Ahh,” thinks the father, youth is as alive
as the floating leaves seduced by the unfettered wind.
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KRISTY WALSH
Mortality II

She said she was thirsty, grabbed a diet
coke and then another. And afterwards
a nap—I thought—to rest strained Achilles
heels and a tired body. Yet not a selfinduced slumber, but a fall into dark
ness. Her blond hair flailed helplessly around
her now pale face unrecognizable with
eye sockets holding pupils darting like
fireflies trapped tightly in a jar. Her cracked
lips moved twisted forcing sounds, but no words.

We followed the ambulance in the Raider
and spoke of nothing, only sucking
security from shaky cigarettes.
I chewed my mouth until canker sores lined
my cheeks, wondering why I never asked
why she was so thirsty or why she looked
so pained to pour seventy-five Tylenol
down her throat.

1

I
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ANDREA OWINGS
Two in the Dark

Fingers tantalizingly tickling skin,
as in the soul a thousand thoughts and emotions spin.
Lips locking in a luscious embrace,
taking a breath to trace the features of a face.
Two sweet savory breaths mingle,
and nerves set achingly afire by touch tingle.
Two bodies lie caressingly close in the deep dark,
Close in body,
Close in mind,
And close at heart.
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DANIEL PETER HILLEN
The Chaos Effect: Reflections

“You can't pick a flower withoutjiggling a star!
Author Unknown

Blame it on a curious butterfly
landing on the wrong side
of an Amazonian orchid plant
for the meltdown at Chernobyl.
Blame it on an extra snowflake
illegally entering the US
at International Falls, MN
for the Hindenburg disaster.
Blame it on an overly fed maggot
feasting on a Georgia picnic ham
for the drought in Ethiopia.

Blame it on a ten cent goldfish
at a Woolworth’s in Seattle
leaping from tank to floor
for the sinking of Atlantis.
Blame it on a tiny oak leaf
falling to its death
in a New England parking mall
for the fires at Yellowstone.

Blame it on a tail feather
an alley cat pulled out of the rear
of a frightened sparrow
for the end of the dinosaur age.
Blame it on a pair of burrowing
night crawlers out back near the garage
for the eruption of Mount Saint Elelens.

28
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Yet, no butterfly, snowflake,
maggot, goldfish, oak leaf,
tail feather, nor burrowing night crawlers
(even in tandem) can be blamed
for the nightmare on the eleventh
of September 2001.

No this blame is on evil itself:
personified, naked, monstrously cruel,
cowardly straight out of Hell
with the instructions in Arabic-the language
Allah used for prayers, love and forgiveness.
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JOSH DONOGHUE
An International Airline Incident
Or
The Ornithological Ordeal

One midsummer morning, five miles off the coast of
Oahu, before fishing trawler, catamarans, and cruise ships left
port, a submarine safely surfaced in the serene, cerulean sea.
A single cloud passed over heading east by northeast.
Roughly 3500 miles later, it arrived a few miles south of the
Cascade community of Skykomish, where there are no
submarines.
A crow, in search of leftovers from a predator’s kill, saw an
eagle flying high above as the cloud obscured the sun. The
sight struck her with awe. Her hunger left her without a
forwarding address for a less fickle bird.
Damn, I wish I could ride the winds andfly as high as that
eagle, thought the crow. I’lljust see ifI can.
Vainly, she attempted to achieve the eagle’s altitude.
Pumping her wings, she climbed as high as she could and
searched for a thermal updraft to raise her further still. But
she couldn’t flap her wings hard enough, nor were her wings
large enough to catch sufficient wind to push her up to the
eagle’s elevation.
I can only get so high above the trees. Maybe that eagle can
help me get up to that height he’s got no trouble getting to. Ah,
shoot, but why would he help me, a crow, anyway' Our species
ain’t never been tight-most of my kind survive by stealing food
from the eagles. But somehow, I gotta fly like that eagle. Maybe
once I do that, at least I’ll not be prejudged a selfish thief, ‘cos of
the actions of them other scavenger mothers.
Later that afternoon, the crow, still admiring the eagle, saw
him dive down to grab a fish from the lake called Dorothy.
Dropping from half the sun’s height, the eagle swooped down
to the lake’s icy blue surface and ripped out a trout. A brilliant
rainbow flashed across its scaly, ventral half in the sunlight.
Alighting in a verdant pine across the lake, the eagle began to
eat. Perched in a nearby fir, the crow remained gazing at the
eagle. Finally, the bug of courage bit her (then laid its eggs in
the wound).
“Eagle, wait!” the crow cawed, flying towards him.
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Suspecting that the scavenger wanted some of his kill, Eagle
flew off to another tree deeper in the forest to regain his
privacy. You are getting none ofthis piscineflesh, darkfledging,
thought Eagle. How dare a creature such as you, believe yourself
worthy even to contendfor my fresh kill? Go find an owl’s leftovers
and leave me be.
The crow stillfound him. I knew he’d have nothing to do with
me. I gotta keep at it though, I cant live without being able to fly
like him. I gotta prove myselfbetter than all them other klepto
claw-brains. Approaching his branch, she called, “I don’t want
your fish, but I do want to fly as high as you can.”
Being an honorable creature, Eagle agreed. It is out of
characterfor a crow not to be after another’s catch; however, ifshe
desires to emulate my greatness and rise above her plundering
heritage, I will aid her. Once I’ve eaten that is. "Alright, I will
assist you small crow. But first, let me finish my meal.” So
Eagle finished his meal with his muscular back to the crow.
Thus, both Eagle and his hunger parted on friendly terms, each
having been momentarily satisfied.
Soon, they took to the air separately, ascending to the crow’s
maximum height. The crow constantly beat the air to keep pace
with Eagle, who led the way. Eagle merely pumped his wings
occasionally, re-energizing his ascent only when necessary, like a
Nordic skier crossing the Arctic plain.
Eagle kept his gaze forward and said, “You’ll never reach my
altitudes without the power I have. Land on my back, and I
will carry you to the heights at which I soar.”
So the crow fastened herself to Eagle’s back. Once they had
soared higher into the air, she found herself awe struck by the
purity of the air and the view of the land. The crow could see a
convoy of semis heading west on Highway 2 as a line of ants on
a worn path. Directly below, Lake Dorothy sparkled like a
sapphire in the emerald sea of evergreens.
“Eagle, I’m ready to fly here on my own,” said the crow.
Now I will prove myselfto be a bad-ass big-wing.
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Spreading her ebony wings and tail, the crow thrust herself
from Eagle’s auburn back. For several seconds, she floated in
the air parallel to the earth. But her port side, suddenly seduced
by gravity, decided to face the earth. Frantically flapping her
wings and adjusting her tail, she hovered for a moment. The
earth, however (having heard so much about the crow at the
sun’s cocktail parties), really wanted to meet her.
“You dumb fool!” cried the crow, “I’m too small to catch the
thin air up here. Shoot, I can’t fly at all-I’m falling too damn
fast. And right into that tiger’s big of nasty jaws!”
The crow fell screaming into the tiger’s mouth. The tiger, in
turn, chewed and swallowed the crow. Then he sprang onto his
hind legs and properly danced a jig. Just as properly, a rotted
tree gave way and fell on the tiger. Eagle was so entertained and
engrossed in the spectacle that he didn’t notice the approaching
727-passenger jet, which, just as properly, sucked him into its
starboard engine. Meanwhile, a 747-passenger jumbo jet, Delta
flight 286, non-stop service from San Francisco to Chicago,
landed safely at a private airstrip in Turkey.

It is important to remember that the fish in this story is not
meant to symbolize Christ.
-King Missile
“The Fish that Played the Ponies.”
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DANIEL MACK
But, for Now

The voice of alone lives inside you
fraudulent and effective
knowing far too little of life
and far too much of death.
Someday, it says
mortality will pound from your doorstep
and won’t stop until you answer.
It remembers too well
that first pasque flower early in spring
lovely, lonely, and death-bound
before its siblings will even show.

Yes, the wind is breathless
with the swift approach of many deaths
but there’s no need
to fear them yet.
Know instead,
the force of a power that stills us all
and the freedom found
in the skyward bound of deer in flight
the fleeting call of a fleeing raven
the warm gift of a friend’s touch
tender words from a loving mouth
and the soft kiss of night
when it finally comes.

The bittersweet beauty of loss in life
is all the flavor we need
and I am overwhelmed
by all that passes through me
so quickly
that I look back
and wonder what I ever felt.
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ABBY SHEA DENSON
Daddy’s Girl

After a day of faking adulthood
1 tuck myself into the antique bed
1 grew up with in the bedroom I didn’t,
and there’s no pretending I’m all grown up
when I’m this alone in the famed “real world,”
and all I want is my daddy filling
up that empty space between the pillow
and the edge of a bed that’s always been mine.
At night I know that I’m not an adult
when I wish I were two months old again:
nestled under the bristly chin of the man
who’s never done anything but love me.
So I curl up and pretend I’m with hi,,
safely perched on top of his big, warm heart;
calmed by the dependable rise and fall
of his chest as he snores a lullaby.
Sometimes when I’m going through the motions
of noting another tiresome lecture,
my eyes turn to the door and my ears search
for the familiar sound of Dad’s singing.
But his flat tenor doesn’t reach me because
right now I have to be the college student
plagued by deadlines and responsibilities
that I’m only half ready to assume.
And I wish I was in Grade Five again,
with him patrolling the quieted halls
as I read Bridge to Terabithia
in a small town school that’s always been ours.
So I abandon my notes and pretend
he’s just outside belting “The Tennessee Waltz”
to make sure that the Principal’s daughter
is at her desk: both embarrassed and proud.

When I look into blue eyes and say “I do”
as Mom stands sniffling into a Kleenex
and a line of my best friends sobs and smiles
in pale green dresses I love and they hate,
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there’s no pretending I’m not an adult.
We’ll kiss, and all I’ll want is one more dance
with my daddy while friends and relatives
snap pictures and inhale pink dinner mints.
It’s the “happiest day of my young life,”
but for a moment I’ll wish I were nineteen,
working off my aunt’s Thanksgiving dinner
as we dance around her new living room:
neither of us leading, both laughing.
So I’ll take him up on his offer when
Dad suggests one more dance with my “old man,”
and we’ll two-step to “You are My Sunshine”:
neither of us leading, both crying - softly.
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DANNY STAPP
Cover Girl

I gaze at her, she gazes back—
plush grapefruit breasts, Malamute eyes.
She begs me pull her from the rack,
that holds her smile, holds her trap.
She fronts a stack of man-made lies
that gaze at her. She gazes back.

This traction beam attracts
my gaze, lead me to lips that tempt and slyly
beg me, pull me from this rack.

I break away, my eyes attack
the make up, the airbrushed disguise,
they gaze at her, she gazes back,
sockets empty, skull so black.
through metal lips that creak and grind
she begs me pull her from the rack.

The new month’s models soon will beat her back
with bigger breasts and better lies.
She gazes at me, I gaze back
She begs me pull her from the rack.
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AMELIA VALASEK
Slow Role

The exit sign loomed largely
over the highway.
Pretentious and without dignity
it sat,
interrupting my view.
But you can’t stop for an exit
you can only slow down.
As I tapped my brakes
I thought of you.
I eased my way to a slow role.
Dusty and dirty
I pumped my gas.
Just moving past,
guess they’re used to that
around here.
Destination is only as good
as the road
that takes you through it
but you misconstrued
abused it.
Let the meaning slide down
to where you could reach it.
Preaching you philosophies of
neglect

The trail is cold where you left
dust-prints sifting
and I’m still shifting
drifting from one place to the next
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TRAVIS AHNER
A Portrait ofThem

She had gone co the movies, and she wasn’t coming back.
As she left he asked for forgiveness and said it wasn’t his fault,
but she didn’t stop crying an knocked over two glasses befor
she found her keys. He winded as the glasses shattered the
floor, and the sound stayed with him for a few seconds. The
door stood open when the elevator closed and so the last he saw
of her made a picture—brown hair shuddering down over the
side of her face, her nails biting into her purse.
After she’s gone, Steven stepped up into the kitchen and
knelt down to the glass on the floor. He found it appropriate
that both glasses were broken. After picking up the larger
pieces he skirted around to the other side of the kitchen and
opened the cupboard beneath the sink. He picked out each
piece individually, then dropped it into the empty garbage can.
After, he swept the kitchen floor clean of the smaller pieces of
glass and moved back down into the living room.
Earlier that night, six months of pretending ended quickly.
Liv had called and then come over with Kung-pow beef and
broccoli chicken. He asked about her day and for the first time
in six months he listened and would be able to repeat what she
said. Then she asked him what was wrong. Tired, he said, and
much too busy. Things are very busy, he said. She did not eat,
or even look down at her plate. She watched his eyes and
pressed her tongue to the back of her teeth, and he knew he
mush say something more.
“Things aren’t the same,” he said. “Something started to
leave a long time ago, and things aren’t the same. It can never
be the same.” A silence pushed through the room, interrupted
briefly when she clattered her fork down in the middle of her
plate. Her eyes held her face down and blinked hard at the
table. Several minutes passed before she spoke.
Her breath came quick and short and caught her. “I don’t
understand. I know it hasn’t been right, but we can get past
this time. Why are you doing this?” The words fell out fast like
spilled wine that hits and splashes the floor with red, then pools

out over the tile.
“I didn’t. I wasn’t trying,” he said over and over, more to
himself than her. Their words collided and the moment got
caught up in itself, moving with out their control and beyond
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it, thrashing and seething about until the room seized up.
Sound slowed to silence as Liv pushed herself from the table.
She fumbled for the keys at the counter and that is when her
blind hands swept the glasses down onto the floor. This only
five minutes before.
In the living room Steven felt everything, but was not calm.
Coolness slipped in from the leather on the couch and he
trembled his hands over his hair and face. He had trouble
focusing and closed his eyes, shutting out the kitchen light and
the lamp. Later in the night he slept, but at the time he could
not think except to cry. In the dimness of the lamp he had
become a picture—anguished hands pushed up to his face,
shoulders down and to the side. He held himself asked why he
must do this, and found no answers. He could not know chat
the promotion she received in the next few weeks would
etherize her pain. There was no way for him to see that within
a year he would start regular sessions with a psychiatrist, or that
eighteen months later he would no longer need one. All he
knew was contained within the last half hour. She had gone to
the movies, the only place she ever went to lose herself.
She wasn’t coming back.
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KATRINA COLLINS
Color

Eight AM
(early).
eat coffee grounds.
Blood pressure, passing traffic
on a one-way
street stained, draining

drugs, daily news, doughnuts.
Doubts cruising routes
running ragged me dry.
I caught a scrap of sky—a
slice of blue
through black buildings.
Coolness on my eyelids
as colors smear in clouds
and my cheeks line with tears
and lines of traffic percolate through exhausted streets.
My favorite color is blue.
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MATT GOULD
Pulcher

The sun shines never as softly
as it does upon that gold and white
rolling hill between two forests.

Life is never echoed so beautifully
than in che wind caressing
the soaring crows wings.
As the sun dances through the forest
and on to my face
I am free and hold nothing.

The air has never tasted as sweetly
as it does in the yellowish orange haze
up in the tree.
My soul has found a home
as I watch the sun hold the mountain
and as the circular glow of the sun
sleeps in my eyelids
I am free and have nothing.
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JESSICA BELL
The Accident

Green metal guardian
There, lying on your side. Thick, black liquid pouring from
your steaming innards,
Oozing over the broken axis, cracked carburetor
And that steel cage of protection, now bent and bowed.
Your green paint chipped-scrapped violently away, leaving
jagged scars across your metal face.
Your black rubber tires are flat
giving you a lopsided grin (your shattered headlights staring
blankly into the night).
The silence is ringing with echoes of breaking glass,
screaming tires and groaning metal.
Thank you
for breaking-for bleeding-for dying
so that my brother could live.
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LOREN GRAHAM
For Joe Hall

Pilgrimage

You get off the main road near where sweaty tar oozes from the
pavement go at night you will see it under your headlights
you will see three roads of flint take the third night birds
will fly from the black wires go at night things are different
in daylight
You go through the trees the dark the night with all its staring
eyes the dust the sparks that fly from stones under a trestle
uphill over a cattle guard drive slowly the rocks know where
you are
You come to a wire gate you stop you get out it is dark the stars
are quiet you are not there yet you take the gate down you
drive through you put the gate back so the watchers cannot
follow you drive on
You drive on you cross water or dry beds you drive on you hear
rushing black as death under the headlights the stream is
deeper at night you swallow slowly you ford the water you
pray in your head to what you have forgotten
If the river sleeps on you rise up steaming on the other bank
you bear right where the trees bend over the road with their
green beards bear right do not go up the hill where boulders
sharpen their teeth and lichens lie waiting
You go through the weeds sand through night with all its
crackling voices broken limbs through mist hovering close to
the ground spiky plants through more water or pebbles past
where termites sleep in the rotting houses of their villages
you are not there yet
It is a long way keep going until you come to a cottonwood in
the middle of the road where the ground is covered with
webs holding tiny drops of water and small brown snakes
are curled around the roots of a blossoming yucca you will
find the gate go through it the road will end
Stop get out to your left down a footpath is a well with a pump
pump water when the water comes watch which way it
flows walk in that direction between the trees you will see a
light follow the light it is not far when the light goes out
follow the calls of poorwills
When the poorwills fall silent you are there
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PATRICK COUTURE
College Freshman Apply the Art of War to
Improve Their Business

4 liter jugs of cheap red table wine,
2 cases of bargain beer.
“Quantity, not quality,” that’s our motto.

Armed with adolescent cravings,
And fake ids, our mission statement:
Get in, Get out, Get drunk.

Battle cries are hollowed,
but who the hell understands drunk.
1 know a little Spanish, but not drunk.
There are rules to remember:
Keep buyers happy, they’ll make you happy.
Buy low, sell high.
Make a profit next week.
Sun Tsu would have been proud.
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TRAVIS AHNER
Scene at The Ginny Mer

The man says
“Push, sonny,” and smirks
At me as a kid I never
Talked to once in my life
But recognize from school
Says
“Hey Guy!” because he
can’t remember my name
Either.
Then he smirks, as if he and
The man
Share some secret about me and
I order a caramel latte and
Push through the cloud, and
The man and the kid swap
Life stories between the time
I order and get my drink.
The man saunters to the back
And hands me a spoon and
a latte and says,
“Did I get it right?” and
I say,
“Caramel?” and he
Shoots a hand pistol my way
And now I’m supposed to
Like him.
Well, I don’t hate him and
I love his place
But the caramel latte
wasn’t all that great and
Maybe the man and the
kid are perfect for each other,
But I don’t care for either.
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MIRANDA PUGH
To a stranger

I want to conquer mountains
with you. Maybe then I could
dance across gullies and you
would say I looked exquisite,
and the view from atop would
move you and 1 would feel moved
as well just feeling your slow
deliberate glances.

I want to travel the world
in the back seat of your car,
ending up at the river
in the Spring so we can feel
the current on our thighs as
we wade across at night. I
want to catch your eye soon
and tell you these things so you
can find me like 1 long to
find your lips, and your hands,
which always lay crossed in your
lap. And I want to sit on
the edge of some great peak, or
an alpine lake, or a stream
with you and a notebook, and
some pears, watching an old man
in his fishing boat count stars,
while trying to memorize
your eyelashes in the moon.
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RT DUKE
Caveman

I like the idea of
Cavemen because they
Make me seem smarter,
plus, it’s funny to
think about carrying
around a club.
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JOSH DONOGHUE
In Other News

Roll tape A.
Take tape A.
Ready camera one.
Take camera one; ready camera three.
A train was derailed today, outside of Everett, when an SUV
was stranded on the tracks.
Take camera three; ready camera two.
Also tonight: two hockey players continued fighting in
intensive care after a scrap erupted while attending a basketball
game last night; 53 MIP’s were handed out at a middle school
dance earlier this evening; and a cougar assailed a patron in a
local deli today, remaining until police arrived and removed a
handgun and narcotics from the patron.

Take camera two; ready tape B.
Good evening, I’m Susan Strong.
And I’m Mark Masterson. These stories tonight on channel 14
news at 10, but first tonight’s top story: we take a look at when
Death doesn’t pay attention. Channel 14 s Ronald Reese has the
story. Ron...

Roll tape B.
Take tape B; ready camera one.
“Sh—! No. No!” These were the first words out Death’s lipless
mouth, recorded earlier today.

“It just shouldn’t’ve happened. I mean there’s just no way it
could have happened.”
Late last night one of the ancient Despues de Muerte tickets
that had accidentally remained in circulation, found itself a
couple of random willing recipients.

“The coupons were created a long time ago when a few of us
just got bored and wanted to give the humans a cushion to
mortality. They just weren’t lasting that long. After a few
centuries it got old and I decided to pull the rest of em before
God asked me to.”
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When a mild earthquake rocked an old, diamond chandelier
loose at last night’s Laugh-off in the Quah Valley City Center,
Jim and Pam Donaldson got the last laugh.
“Apparently, we were the only ones hurt in the accident.
Imagine our surprise when that chandelier crushed Jim and me
and then finding ourselves making sure everyone else was
alright.”

When the chandelier broke and landed in the laps of the
couple, mulching their bodies, Jim and Pam were not exactly
alright. At the Donaldson’s instant of death, a lost Despues de
Muerte ticket found them. While Pam was healed, granted
immortality, invulnerability, and ceased to age, Jim lost his
corporeal form. Now, he lives on as a semi-tangible spirit,
allowed to remain with his widowed wife.

“At first it was hard to get used to. I thought my time was up
and that Pam and I had lost each other. But thanks to chat
coupon, we get to remain here on earth indefinitely. Even
though I’m no longer really alive, we still love each other very
much, even more so than before.”
“I promised God I’d take care of all those things. Now, I just
don’t know... there still might be a few others out there. But
people, please, do not try to find out. Any others left won’t
work anyway.”
Death continued to say that God made sure any existing tickets
are now completely void and unusable, though God did now
tell Death how many, if there are any more tickets left.

“The only way for me to find out if there’s any others is to
search my lists or wait for my next appointment, but I’m not
on the look out.”
So as Death searches for any remaining tickets, Jim and Pam
Donaldson will enjoy an eternity of happiness together. I’m
Ron Reese, Channel 14 news.
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Take camera one; ready camera three.
Just prior to broadcast, we learned that Death has completed his
search and found no other tickets. Apparently God was im
pressed enough with Death’s earnest efforts to go ahead and tell
Death the news. Susan.
Take camera three; ready two.
Thanks Mark. It was clear and cold today, but what does the
weekend have in store? We’ll be back with weather from Andy
Alder after this.
Take two; ready tape C and roll C. take tape C; ready fade
to black.
My pants... are really comfortable.

Take C! Take tape C!
(Mark, you’re not wearing any pants.)
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SAM ELLIS
It Almost Never Rains

It almost never rains
here. It’s too cold this time of year or maybe
its because of the mountains.
The October air was the color of ash as we drove out of town, and
the sky wept
with us. Tears slid down the windshield all the way
to Washington, where you
grew up. We knew that you
would not be there, just as we knew that the rain
would. An eight-hour drive and the entire way
we thought maybe
we were wrong and maybe there would be just one song that didn’t
remind us of you
as we wept
to the sweet strains of Willie, Johnny, and James and stared out the
window at the mountains,
thinking about anything but the mountains.
I thought about how just last Tuesday you
called and left a message and how I wept
with joy at the sound of your voice-so familiar and refreshing, like
the memory of rain.
I didn’t call you back that day because 1 was busy-writing a poem. I
thought maybe
I’d keep the message to listen to tomorrow, to hear the subtle way
you missed me, rushing it into other words and to hear the way
you said my name, like you were with me and neither the
mountains
nor miles were between us. Maybe
the other phone call never happened and you
are still waiting to hear from me, waiting to hear how it never rains
in Montana. I was wrong again an the gray clouds of my past wept
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PIPER CASTOR
Scarf

Black
lace with velvet flowers
hold tight to my neck on the cold
nights. Once this scarf had a different
neck
to absorb. Alice’s sweet
perfume flowed through the air, one
Christmas party with the scarf dancing

behind
her into her husband’s
face. Hours of happiness passed by
not knowing that this was the last for

our
friend. With the night disappearing
and the morning warning, we say good
night. She leaving behind the
hope
that could entice anyone
towards her in the scarf. The scent
stopped walkers passing
through
for the opportunity of one
more smell until they come near again.
Hope takes to dreams that just

maybe
the scarf could stay forever
but the day came to return
and her head bald and sick

wrapped
in black lace with velvet
flowers take up her new smell
but still holding on to the old.
Oh
where has the scarf gone? Mayhem
confusion and tears have taken over the
shape for the short time it was left
alone
the vibrant smell of Alice gone
I only remain inside the scarf
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CHRISTIAN GROSS
True Love

You make my worst days good,
you make my good days better.
And I don’t mind what people say
when they see us together.

The girls keep their distance,
the “Gap” kids turn and stare,
but the more they look,
the less I could care.
You “make me look like trouble,”
and you’re “no good for me”
but when the others have all left
you’ll still keep me company.

When you touch my lips its’ heaven,
your breath becomes my air;
essence surrounds my body,
your smell catches in my hair.

It’s crazy how you make me feel,
cool and sexy and tough.
When you’re here with me
I can never get enough.
You’re all I’ve ever needed,
that’s what they’ll never get.
I’ll quit everything but you,
I love you cigarette.
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